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In-demand loft spaces setting sales records
Warehouse watch?
The unique spaces,
both hard and soft
lofts, are a rare ﬁnd
CONDO TRENDS
Duncan McAllister
life@metronews.ca

Downtown loft living invokes
images of über-cool, open-concept studio spaces with lots of
rough-hewn timbers and exposed brick, quite a different
experience from a tiny condo
unit.
In the loft business, it’s important to make the distinction
between hard and soft lofts.
Hard lofts are conversions
of older commercial and industrial spaces like warehouses,

factories and churches into
unique residential living spaces.
There’s a growing demand for
these hard-to-find authentic
abodes, commanding lofty
prices, as they only represent a
small sector of the market.
Soft lofts are architecturally designed condominiums
which mimic a lot of the same
features of the older buildings
like the high ceilings and big
windows. They appeal to home

owners who want that loft experience with the convenience
of a condo, maybe in a better
neighbourhood.
Lofts are great alternative for small business and
are popular with the creative
industries. Many residential
lofts are zoned for live-work,
permitting the operation of
low-traffic, light, office-oriented
enterprises.
Some developers will build

on top of an existing vintage
structure. Heikki Walden is a
principal in the high-performance sales team of loft specialists at the Camber Walden
Group, part of Sutton Group
Associates.
“What we’re seeing is kind
of a hybrid. Let’s say we have a
four-storey original factory or
warehouse but the developer
actually has permission to build
six or seven storeys. They’ll add
the architecturally designed
component on top of the hard
loft,” says Walden. “So it’ll be
this kind of hybrid mix. You see
the first four floors all brick and
beam and then when you go to
the fifth floor, all of a sudden
it’s drywall and concrete.”
According to Walden, when
analysts talk about a slowdown

in the condo market, it doesn’t
apply to unique loft properties.
These are hotly in demand and
are setting sales records.
“We had two listings in one
building called The Merchandise Lofts earlier this year. One
of the lofts was just over 600
square feet and set a new, alltime sales price record for a
one-bedroom loft in the building.”
The lesson to learn from this
is that in any loft building, you
can have units that suit many
different purposes: “Some lofts
are bargains due to their large
size and low price per square
foot, and some are prized trophies due to their amazing
views and cathedral-like ceilings filled with oceans of light,”
says Walden.

$28,000 is
better in your
pocket than
someone else’s.
Our network has helped over 125,000
Canadian homeowners sell their own
home and save thousands in
commission by doing so.
Check testimonials from hundreds of
Ontario home owners like Faith, who
saved $28,000 selling her home
the ComFree way.

The Merchandise Lofts was once a Sears warehouse. DUNCAN MCALLISTER/FOR METRO
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“The initial sales process
was easy and pressure
free. The picture quality
was terriﬁc”
– J. Morrison
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“They are very helpful
and answer any questions
quickly and courteously”
– Sharon
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“Selling with
Commonsense Network
Brokerage was easy and
straight forward”
– Faith

Unusual
buying
situation
I am a real estate representative and I have been
working with a client who
is scheduled to purchase a
new condo from a developer. I have just received
news that he is detained in
his country of origin and has
had his passport taken. He
cannot make it back to Canada to close the transaction
and risks losing his deposits
because he cannot close
the transaction. What can
we do?
LEGAL
MATTERS

Jeffrey Cowan
home@metronews.ca

Get started at ComFree.com 1.866.336.9637
*When compared to an average commission of 5% on the sale price, rounded down to the nearest thousand.
May not take into account commission paid to the buyer’s agent, if any.

This is a somewhat unusual
situation. Firstly, I would

inquire if your client could
execute a Power of Attorney
so that someone here could
close on his behalf. This approach presents specific problems around mortgages. Most
banks will not allow Powers
of Attorney to be used when
you are purchasing a property
(especially if you are a foreign
purchaser). However, if the
property was not being financed, it could be workable.
Not to be outdone, perhaps you as the purchaser’s
agent could find a prospective
buyer who would be willing
to assign the agreement to a
new buyer. You would need
the consent of the builder for
this, but this might be the
most logical conclusion to a
situation that normally requires the physical presence
of the purchaser in
your lawyer’s office.
Follow Jeff Cowan on
Twitter @Cowan_Law or on
the website at cowanlaw.ca

